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Zusammenfassung 
 
Die Entschlüsselung der molekularen Mechanismen von Nozizeption und Schmerz 
stellt ein zentrales Thema in der klinischen und präklinischen Forschung dar.     
Funktionelle Magnetresonanztomographie (fMRT) ermöglicht die Untersuchung der 
Funktion und Dysfunktion größerer Verbände und Netzwerke von Nervenzellen im 
Gehirn auf der Grundlage des sog. blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) 
Effekts. Diese indirekte Bildgebungstechnik bedient sich der neurovaskulären 
Kopplung als Surrogat für neuronale Aktivität. Nozizeptive fMRT-Studien an Ratten 
sind inzwischen integraler Bestandteil der präklinischen Schmerzforschung. FMRT in 
Mäusen hingegen ist bei weitem noch nicht etabliert, würde aber den Zugriff auf ein 
breites Spektrum an transgenen Mausmodellen erlauben. Die Kombination aus fMRT 
und Maus-Genetik birgt daher großes Potenzial für die Untersuchung der zugrunde 
liegenden Mechanismen von Nozizeption und Schmerz. Das Ziel der vorliegenden 
Arbeit war die Entwicklung und Implementierung einer Methodik, die eine 
Untersuchung muriner Nozizeption mittels fMRT ermöglicht. 
Eine solche Methodik erfordert hochwertiges technisches Equipment zur Verstärkung 
und Aufzeichnung der schwachen MR-Signale des kleinen Mausgehirns, angepasste 
Tierversuchsprotokolle, Techniken zur Überwachung physiologischer Parameter, 
Setup-Entwicklungen und automatisierte Datenverarbeitungswerkzeuge. Eine MR-
kompatible, Feedback-gesteuerte Thermostimulationseinheit – zur thermischen 
Anregung spezifischer, somatosensorischer Signaltransduktionsbahnen – wurde 
entwickelt und implementiert, welche unter anderem die Untersuchung klinisch 
relevanter Formen chronischer Schmerzen, wie Hyperalgesie und Allodynie, erlaubt. 
Die Übertragbarkeit präklinischer Studien hängt aber auch davon ab, inwieweit diese 
unter physiologischen Bedingungen durchgeführt wurden. Die Anwendung von 
Anästhesie ist bislang unverzichtbar in murinen fMRT-Schmerzstudien. Daher 
wurden verschiedene Techniken zur Überwachung und Aufrechterhaltung 
physiologischer Parameter eingesetzt. Darunter fällt die Entwicklung einer 
Maushalterung, welche die Temperaturverteilung über den Körper der anästhesierten 
Maus so aufrechterhält, dass diese der Körpertemperatur einer wachen, ruhenden 
Maus entspricht. Durch eine Untersuchung konventioneller Verfahren zur Wärmung 
der Tiere konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Aufrechterhaltung normothermer 
Körpertemperaturen anästhesierter Mäuse im MR-Tomographen in konventionellen 
Halterungen nicht gegeben ist. 
Eine detaillierte Beschreibung der fMRT-Methodik und einer entsprechenden 
Evaluationsstudie sind in der beiliegenden Publikation enthalten. Durch die 
Applikation milder schmerzhafter Hitzestimuli ließen sich, bei Wildtyp-Mäusen, 
signifikante BOLD-Effekte in Gehirnarealen detektieren, die auch in Human-      
fMRT-Studien aktiviert gefunden wurden – eine Grundvoraussetzung für die 
Übertragbarkeit der Forschungsergebnisse auf den Menschen. In einer kürzlich 
veröffentlichten Studie wurden mögliche Stimulus-induzierte Veränderungen des 
mittleren arteriellen Blutdrucks als potentieller Störfaktor des BOLD-Signals vermutet. 
In der vorliegenden Publikation wurden diese Blutdruckveränderungen erstmalig 
während eines somatosensorischen Stimulationsparadigmas in Mäusen untersucht. 
Zusammenfassend wurde mit dieser Arbeit der Grundstein für die Untersuchung   
nozizeptiver Transduktionswege in transgenen Mäusen mittels fMRT gelegt. 
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Abstract  
 
A central issue in clinical and preclinical research is to unravel the molecular 
mechanisms underlying nociception and pain. Functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) allows the mapping of the function and dysfunction of large-scale 
brain circuits via the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) effect, which takes 
advantage of neurovascular coupling as surrogate of neuronal activity. Nociceptive 
studies in rats using fMRI have become integral parts of preclinical pain research. In 
contrast,   mouse fMRI is far from being established, but gives access to a broad 
spectrum of transgenic mouse models. The combination of fMRI and mouse 
genomics holds great potential to elucidate the mechanisms that underlie nociception 
and pain. The goal of this thesis was the development and implementation of an fMRI 
methodology that can be used to investigate murine nociception. 
Such methodology requires a framework of technical advances, animal preparation 
and monitoring techniques, setup developments and automated data processing 
tools. An MR-compatible, feedback-controlled thermal stimulation device was 
designed and implemented to address distinct somatosensory transduction 
pathways, which permits research into clinically relevant forms of chronic pain, such 
as hyperalgesia and allodynia. 
But drawing appropriate conclusions from animal studies also depends on the extent 
to which the settings reflect physiological conditions. The application of general     
anesthesia is still inevitable in murine fMRI pain studies. In this work various        
techniques to monitor and maintain different aspects of murine physiology were    
utilized. These include the development of a tailored mouse cradle that generates a 
whole-body normothermic state of the anesthetized mouse during fMRI, reflecting the 
thermal status of awake, resting mice. This addresses a principal shortcoming of 
common mouse MRI setups. Conventional approaches to maintain normothermia 
during MRI were studied, which revealed body temperature distributions very different 
from the physiological awake state.  
The fMRI methodology and feasibility study are presented in the attached publication. 
It is the first report of fMRI in wildtype mice with mild noxious contact heat stimuli that 
attains significant BOLD patterns closely resembling those observed in humans – a 
basic requirement for translational studies. Possible stimulus related variations in 
mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) had recently been hypothesized as a potential 
confounder of the BOLD signal. Here, MABP variations throughout a stimulation 
paradigm in mice were investigated for the first time.  
In summary, these achievements lay the foundation towards studying nociceptive 
transduction pathways in transgenic mice using fMRI.  
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!e treatment of chronic pain remains a major clinical challenge. Unraveling the mechanisms of cen-
tral pain processing requires the investigation of large-scale brain circuits1,2. Magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) permits functional brain mapping via the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) e"ect3 
and allows a direct comparison of human and animal data1,2. Combining functional MRI (fMRI) with 
mouse genetics o"ers a unique potential for non-invasive studies of endogenous proteins in nociceptive 
transduction pathways, central processing and pathogenesis4–7. Yet fMRI’s full potential for research into 
murine pain processing remains largely untapped, mostly due to methodological constraints4,5.

Recent technical and procedural developments in mouse fMRI with subcutaneous electrostimulation 
have achieved BOLD sensitivities comparable to human fMRI8–11. However, subcutaneous electrostimu-
lation is inherently non-physiological and randomly excites proximate neurons of various somatosensory 
modalities6. Cutaneous thermal stimulation, on the other hand, permits the study of distinct soma-
tosensory transduction pathways with respect to their thermal activation thresholds7. Pioneering studies 
have demonstrated the proof-of-principle for mouse fMRI with nociceptive heat stimuli12–14. Yet in these 
studies, the BOLD sensitivity was an order of magnitude below that reported for electrostimulation, 
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putting it at the borderline of detection levels. !is hinders a detailed investigation of endogenous target 
proteins in murine pain processing.

Here we combine previous technical and procedural accomplishments in mouse fMRI8–11,15 with heat 
stimulation to probe central nociception in mice. In light of the physiological side e"ects of general 
anesthesia, we attuned our setup to improve the maintenance of murine physiology under experimental 
conditions. Our method includes (i) a mouse cradle that generates uniform and physiological body tem-
peratures in anesthetized mice, (ii) an MRI-compatible stimulation device permitting controlled thermal 
stimulation, (iii) the application of a high sensitivity radio-frequency (RF) probe8, and (iv) data processing 
tools to enhance the detection of the BOLD signal. We also monitored the mean arterial blood pressure 
(MABP), since cardiovascular alterations in response to acute stimuli have been reported to constitute a 
potential confounder for hemodynamic readouts in small animals16–20.

When applied to wild type BL6 mice, we achieved spatially discrete BOLD e"ects of up to 6% magni-
tude for mild noxious 46 °C stimuli at the plantar hindpaw. !e precise in#uence of MABP on the BOLD 
signal remains to be determined.

Under general anesthesia, mice 
become poikilothermic21,22. To study physiological processes such as nociception using fMRI, an ani-
mal’s body temperature ought to be maintained at physiological thermal conditions. Arti$cial warming 
of anesthetized mice aims to preserve body temperatures within the limits of normothermia (LiN)22,23. 
Commonly in mouse fMRI, #oor heating ensures a rectal temperature range of 35.5–37.5 °C8–11,24, but its 
e"ect on body surface temperatures has not yet been evaluated.

Here we provide a detailed comparison of the thermal condition of anesthetized mice in two experi-
mental MRI setups: i) a common animal cradle customized for a conventional mouse head RF coil array 
(CONV), and ii) a cradle tailored for a state-of-the-art high sensitivity mouse head RF coil (CryoProbe, 
CRYO) (Fig.%1a). For mice anesthetized using iso#urane, the cradle’s heating system was adjusted to sus-
tain a rectal temperature of 36.3 °C ±  0.5 °C while the spatial temperature distribution across the skin was 
monitored. !e #oor heating system of the two setups consisted of a loop of integrated pipes supplying 
pre-heated water (Fig.%1a). As a control, the skin temperatures of awake mice were measured outside of 
the MR suite at room temperature (20 °C). !e dorsal and ventral trunk yielded temperatures of 36.7 °C 
(1.38 °C) and 36.6 °C (1.51 °C) (mean (s.d.)). !e scalp temperature was slightly lower, at 36.2 °C (0.88 °C) 
(Fig.%1c).

Mice positioned in the CONV cradle exhibited skin-#oor-interface temperatures in proximity to the 
#oor heating that lay well above the LiN (loop position 47.0 °C (1.17 °C), mid position 44.1 °C (1.46 °C); 
Fig.%1a,c). More distal temperatures at the front position dropped below the rectal temperature (34.5 °C 
(0.34 °C), 36.1 °C (0.23 °C)). Skin temperatures at the dorsal trunk and the scalp (34.6 °C (0.36 °C), 35.0 °C 
(0.94 °C)) were slightly closer to the rectal temperature; Fig.% 1c)). To achieve greater accuracy for all 
scalp temperature measurements, a thin insulating sheet was introduced between the $ber optic temper-
ature probe and the RF coil surface (Fig.%1b; Online Methods). !e ambient air temperature was 28.2 °C 
(2.65 °C).

Mice placed in the CRYO cradle yielded temperatures that were more evenly distributed across the 
skin (Fig.% 1c). !e CryoProbe is surrounded by a heated thermal shield which controls the coil sur-
face temperature8. !e manufacturer’s setting of 38 °C for the thermal shield temperature was used. 
Skin-#oor-interface temperatures at the loop position (40.1 °C (1.6 °C)) deviated less from the LiN than 
the values for animals in the CONV cradle. Temperatures at the mid position of the ventral trunk 
(37.6 °C (0.96 °C)), dorsal trunk (34.7 °C (1.20 °C) and scalp (35.3 °C (0.29 °C)) varied around the rectal 
temperature (36.3 °C (0.25 °C)). !e ambient air temperature for the CRYO setup (30.6 °C (0.84 °C)) was 
higher than for the CONV setup (! T =  2.43 °C ±  1.23 °C; mean ±  s.e.m.).

To achieve a uniform normothermic body temperature distribution for anesthetized mice placed in the 
MR bore, we developed a novel setup that provides convective, non-contact body warming: a mouse bed 
customized for the geometry of the CryoProbe setup, which we call the ROdent Convective Keg-shaped 
Environment for !ermostimulation (ROCKET) (Fig.% 1b; Online Methods). !e ROCKET contains a 
thermal chamber that surrounds the trunk and tail of the mouse. !e animal’s body resides on a plastic 
grid suspended between the chamber’s walls, which are heated by warm water circulation (Fig.%1b). !is 
creates a heat transfer driven predominantly by convection and radiation. An independent temperature 
management of the ROCKET’s upper and lower sections creates a thermal equilibrium accompanied by 
uniform body surface temperatures. An ambient air temperature of 36.0 °C (0.62 °C) produced a rectal 
temperature of 36.4 °C (0.08 °C), a ventral temperature of 36.6 °C (0.21 °C), and 36.1 °C (0.16 °C) for the 
dorsal trunk (Fig.%1c). ROCKET rectal temperatures were consistent with trunk temperatures (dorsal, 
! T =  0.20 °C ±  0.07 °C; ventral ! T =  0.27 °C ±  0.09 °C; dorsal/ventral mean, ! T =  0.03 °C ±  0.14 °C) 
and with the ambient temperature (! T =  0.36 °C ±  0.26 °C) (Fig.%1c,d).

To achieve a more physiological scalp temperature, the CryoProbe’s thermal shield setting was adjusted 
to 48 °C. Notably, the coil surface temperature at the mouse head position was signi$cantly lower than 
the shield temperature (Fig.%1e). !is approach resulted in a scalp temperature of 35.6 °C (0.23 °C) and 
permitted a slight reduction of the di"erence between scalp and rectal temperatures of ! Tscalp-rectal =   
0.81 °C ±  0.09 °C versus ! Tscalp-rectal =  1.0 °C ±  0.16 °C for the CRYO setup (with thermal shield adjusted 
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to 38 °C). !e ambient temperature around the head was 0.40 °C ±  0.36 °C below the scalp temperature 
and 0.8 °C ±  0.43 °C below the ambient temperature measured above the trunk.

In contrast to the CONV and CRYO setup (Fig.%1f), the temperature homogeneity of anesthetized 
animals placed in the ROCKET compared remarkably well with that of awake mice (Fig.%1g).

To apply focal thermal stimulation in a controlled 
and reproducible way, we used ramped contact heat transfer based on a water-cooled, feedback-controlled 
Peltier element with a copper plate as a contact thermode. !e hindpaw was positioned between the ther-
mode and a thermally insulating sheet that lay on an in#atable hydraulic balloon (Fig.%2a). !e balloon 
was connected to a water-$lled cylinder, whose $lling level ensured a de$ned, even pressure between the 

Figure 1. !ermal environments. (a) Schematic of the conventional head radio frequency coil (CONV) 
and CryoProbe (CRYO) mouse cradles (view from above) illustrating their heating system – a warm water 
circulation loop (red) – and indicating the ventral temperature measurement sites (loop, mid, front).  
(b) Schematic of the ROCKET setup (top: view from above; bottom: view from side) illustrating geometry 
and temperature measurement locations for ambient air temperature, dorsal and ventral trunk, scalp 
temperature and ambient air temperature around the head (head space) in all setups. !e suspended grid for 
placing the animal allows for non-contact warming of the animal. !e insulating sheet between head and 
coil surface is illustrated in magenta. !e thermostimulation system (TS) is shown from above in the top 
panel. (c) Body temperatures of awake (n =  9) and iso#urane anesthetized mice in three fMRI setups: CONV 
(n =  5), CRYO (n =  5), and ROCKET (n =  6) setup. Rectal temperature and body surface temperatures – 
scalp, dorsal and ventral trunk at di"erent locations (loop, middle (mid) and front) – were plotted (mean 
(s.d.)); see measuring locations in panels (a,b). Range of circadian CBT variation (gray shading); temporal 
mean (gray dotted line)23. !e red gradient indicates cumulative equivalent minutes at 43 °C (red dotted 
line) beginning at 39 °C27. (d) Temperature di"erences of respective body sites referenced against rectal 
temperature measured in the ROCKET (mean ±  s.e.m.). (e) !ermal gradient of the CryoProbe surface with 
thermal shield set to 38 °C and 48 °C (measured outside the scanner at room temperature (20 °C)). Note the 
marked increase in surface temperature towards the internal heater located 8 cm distal from experimental 
head position (see (b)). (f,g) Color-coded temperature di"erence matrices illustrate body temperature 
distribution (at 36.3 °C ±  0.5 °C rectal temperature) within the tested experimental setups versus awake mice. 
!e ROCKET setup resembles the situation of awake mice, except for the ambient air temperature, which 
must be raised to CBT in the ROCKET setup. (a–g) Ambient air temperatures were 20.0 °C (awake), 28.2 °C 
(CONV), 30.6 °C (CRYO) and 36.0 °C (ROCKET).
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uneven surface of the paw and the thermode (Online Methods). !is permits applications of thermal 
stimuli to the plantar surface of the animal’s hindpaw (for dorsal stimulation see Supplementary Fig. 
S6d online).

Prior to the experiments, we assessed the MRI compatibility of the thermostimulation device to rule 
out any potential in#uence of electric currents from the Peltier element on the magnetic $eld (B0) homo-
geneity, which could lead to false BOLD activations. In the “worst case scenario”, when heating rose from 
baseline to maximum, the absolute signal change in MR image intensity (! I) was estimated at less than 
0.1% for the region of interest: the location of the mouse brain in the apparatus during an fMRI study 
(Fig.%2b; Online Methods). To put this into perspective, the typical temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) 
of the fMRI data in the cortex was 193, which corresponds to a level of noise in the fMRI signal-time 
courses of 0.58% (relative temporal standard deviation).

!e stimulation paradigm was governed by the temperature of the contact thermode core (TC) 
(Fig.%2c), which was used as a feedback temperature for the computer-driven Peltier element (Online 
Methods). In contrast to the furry trunk and head, we observed that paw skin temperatures in awake 
mice adapt to their thermal environment (Fig.%2d). We therefore set the baseline temperature to 35.5 °C, 
to match the thermal chamber temperature (see Discussion). Baseline temperature oscillations at the 
paw did not exceed ± 0.2 °C.

Di"erences between temperatures at the TC site and at the target thermoreceptor level must be taken 
into consideration in a thermostimulation paradigm. We also measured temperatures at the thermode’s 

Figure 2. !ermostimulation setup. (a) Top panel: Implementation of the thermal stimulation device for 
the plantar hindpaw within the ROCKET mouse holder system. Bottom panel: Functional scheme of the 
thermal stimulation system: the Peltier element (PE) is attached to a heat sink cooled by water circulation. 
!e PE’s driving current is feedback controlled, and monitored by a thermoprobe within a copper plate (the 
thermode) covering the entire PE surface. !e paw is positioned between the thermode and an in#atable 
balloon connected to a water-$lled cylinder, whose $lling level determines the contact pressure. (b) Top 
panel: To test for B0-e"ects induced by the stimulation system a 2% agarose phantom was positioned below 
the CryoProbe. Bottom panel: Coronal views of $eld changes measured in an agarose phantom induced 
by the current in the Peltier element. Top: Field change induced by baseline heating current; center: Field 
change induced by maximum heating current; bottom: Expected signal change in percent due to $eld 
change induced by switching from baseline heating to maximum heating. !e contours indicate the position 
of the mouse brain during fMRI. (c) Stimulation temperature plot during a de$ned heat paradigm (35.5 °C 
baseline, 48 °C stimulus, 4 °C/s, 20 s). Measuring locations are illustrated in the above scheme: the PE control 
temperature measured within the thermode core (TC), on the thermode surface (TS) and at the thermode-
skin-interface (TSI). Dashed lines indicate the delays until TSI temperature reaches 42 °C (TRPV1 activation 
threshold) and 46 °C (stimulation target temperature). (d) Infrared image of a hindpaw from an awake 
mouse indicating its adaptation to the respective thermal ambient. Measured at room temperature (20 °C).
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surface (TS) and at the thermode-skin-interface (TSI), which re#ects actual stimulation temperatures 
(Fig.%2c). While TC and TS were almost identical (&Tmax =  0.2 °C), comprising maximum ‘plateau’ tem-
peratures of 48 °C (TC) and 47.8 °C (TS), the more relevant TSI revealed temperatures around 46 °C, 
without the initial overshoot observed in TC and TS. TSI displayed a signi$cantly lower ascending tem-
perature slope (2.5 °C/s) than TC or TS (both 4.0 °C/s).

!e drop in temperature from thermode-core to thermode-skin-interface (Fig.%2c), more pronounced 
in the initial stimulation phase, may be attributed to the heat sink e"ect of the skin25. Skin thermal 
conductivity is low enough that peak temperature and transition rate might be further decreased at the 
thermoreceptor level26. To avoid tissue damage27, the total stimulus duration was limited to 20 s using a 
14 s temperature plateau (Fig.%2c); no swelling or reddening of the skin was observed.

!is approach for the thermostimulation of normothermic mice was next 
examined in an in vivo feasibility study. Mice were anesthetized using iso#urane and placed in the 
ROCKET (Fig.% 3), ensuring a uniform body temperature within the LiN. Animals were mechanically 
ventilated to maintain blood gas levels (tcpCO2) within the physiological range (20 to 50 mmHg)28, com-
prising a mean of 34.3 mmHg (2.4 mmHg) as determined in an initial experiment using a transcutaneous 
blood gas analyzer (Supplementary Fig. S1 online). A neuromuscular blocking agent was administered to 
prevent motion artifacts and block the animal’s normal withdrawal re#ex upon a thermal stimulus9,15,29. 
!e head was stereotactically $xed by replacing conventional ear bars with memory foam earmu"s, 
which attenuate acoustic noise caused by magnetic gradient switching during fMRI (Supplementary Fig. 
S5 online; Online Methods). !e right hindpaw was attached to the thermode (Fig.%2a) and stimulated 
four times per fMRI session using TC =  48 °C, corresponding to a thermode-skin-interface temperature 
of approx. 46 °C (Fig.%2c, Fig.%4 right panel, bottom).

fMRI was conducted in six mice using a 9.4 Tesla small-animal MR system equipped with the 
ROCKET and a high sensitivity RF coil (CryoProbe). fMRI data were corrected for head motion and 
spatially smoothed. Global signal intensity dri's, respiratory induced B0 shi's and remaining head 
motion were identi$ed by independent component analysis (ICA) and removed prior to statistical analysis 
(Supplementary Fig. S8 online; Online Methods). Data were distortion-corrected and normalized to an 
anatomical reference in Waxholm space30. A general linear model (GLM) was applied to each time-series 
and a mixed e"ects analysis was conducted for higher-level modeling using full FMRIB’s local analysis of 
mixed e"ects (FLAME, stages 1 +  2) to account for the small number of subjects31.

Statistical inference using family-wise error (FWE) correction at p <  0.05 (Z >  4.4) revealed distinct, 
highly signi$cant BOLD patterns in several cortical and subcortical anatomical areas (Fig.%4, le' panel). 
Signi$cance patterns were primarily observed in the primary and secondary somatosensory cortex (S1 

Figure 3. Quick overview of the ROCKET equipment. Top panel shows the suspended grid for animal 
positioning above the #oor heating (detailed in Fig.%1), the thermal stimulation device for the plantar 
hindpaw (detailed in Fig.%2), earmu"s for head $xation and hearing protection (combined with earplugs, 
Online Methods), the ventilation block with a small bail (serving as a ‘tooth bar’ for rostral head $xation) 
and spacer to position the cradle relative to the transmitting /receiving section of the CryoProbe (head 
position, Fig.%1b). Bottom panel shows the positioning of the mouse on the suspended grid covered by the 
thermal chamber’s shell. !e thermal chamber is completed by enclosure of the ROCKET’s frontal part with 
the CryoProbe (Fig.%1b).
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and S2), the thalamus (!) and particularly the habenula (Hbn), insular cortex (Ins), the cingulate cortex 
(Cg) including anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and retrosplenial cortex (RSC), hippocampus (CA1 and 
CA3), and the basal ganglia (caudate/putamen, CPu). Most structures were bilaterally activated, while 
the thalamus and S1 showed a strong contralateral preference. Tracking the temporal signal evolution for 
signi$cant regions in anatomically de$ned brain areas showed prominent BOLD signal changes; e.g. as 
large as 6% in S1 (paw region) and the habenula or 3% and 5% in the anterior cingulate and insular cor-
tex, respectively (Fig.%4, right panel). In all areas that were plotted, the magnitude of the signal declined 
for subsequent stimulation periods (Fig.%4, right panel).

Statistical maps for uncorrected thresholds at p <  0.05 (Z >  1.6) yielded large signi$cance clusters 
spanning multiple anatomical regions, which were non-signi$cant with respect to the FWE corrected 
threshold (Fig.% 5). Temporal signal changes for these regions revealed stimulus-correlations of lower 
magnitude, which were particularly pronounced in the cortex (Fig.%5, right panel).

In a separate study with six mice using the same setup outside the MR scanner, mean arterial blood 
pressure (MABP) was monitored to examine cardiovascular changes induced by the stimulus. !e four 
subsequent heat stimuli were companied by increases in MABP of 17.9 ± 4.8 mmHg, 14.7 ±  6.5 mmHg, 
11.7 ±  4.5 mmHg and 14.5 ± 2.7 mmHg, respectively (Fig.%6).

Figure 4. BOLD activation maps. Le' panel: Anatomical mouse brain atlas in Waxholm space (WHS) 
superimposed on a high-resolution reference model. Structural elements of the pain matrix are displayed in 
white: the paw region of the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) composed of areas representing hindpaw 
(H) and forepaw (F), the barrel $eld area of S1 (S1BF), cingulate cortex (Cg), secondary somatosensory 
cortex (S2), and insular cortex (Ins). Hippocampal sub$elds CA1 and CA3, and caudate /putamen (CPu) are 
colored respectively (see color legend). Partial overlaps of anatomical regions result from maximum intensity 
projection during dimensionality reduction in z-direction (see Online Methods). Mid panel: Z-statistic 
parametric map from a mixed e"ects analysis of 6 mice in response to heat stimulation of the plantar 
hindpaw (FWE, p <  0.05) projected onto a structural reference scan. Signi$cant clusters were found i.a. in 
structures of the pain matrix including the cingulate cortex (subdivided in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) 
and retrosplenial cortex (RSC)), S1, S1BF, S2, thalamus (!) including the habenula (Hbn), and the insular 
cortex (Ins). Arrows are used to indicate signi$cant clusters in hippocampus (black) and CPu (white). 
Ipsi- and contralateral sides are labeled above. Right panel: Relative signal intensity change over time for 
signi$cant voxels within de$ned anatomical brain regions (mean ±  2 s.e.m.). ROIs were de$ned based on 
signi$cant clusters, which were masked by selected anatomical structures (see Online Methods).
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Much of our understanding of the human central nervous system comes from studies of animals in 
experimental settings. Drawing appropriate conclusions from these studies depends on the extent to 
which the settings re#ect physiological conditions. !is is di(cult to achieve in murine imaging studies 
with noxious stimuli, where general anesthesia must be applied for ethical and practical reasons4,5.

Ideally, physiological and particularly thermoreceptive studies should be performed within the ther-
mal neutral zone (TNZ), the “range of ambient temperatures where metabolic rate is at basal or resting 
levels”23. TNZ in awake resting mice lies in a particularly narrow region around 31 ±  1 °C23. General 
anesthesia renders mice poikilothermic; i.e., their body temperatures adapt to the thermal environ-
ment15,16. Solving this problem requires de$ning the limits of normothermia (LiN)23 in awake mice and 
providing a method to replicate body temperatures within these limits during experiments.

!e core body temperature (CBT) of awake C57BL/6 mice #uctuates between approx. 34.5 °C and 
38.5 °C, depending on their activity and the phase of their circadian cycle23. While this range might be 

Figure 5. Statistical parametric map for uncorrected z-values. Le' panel: Z-statistic parametric map from 
a mixed e"ects analysis of 6 mice in response to heat stimulation of the plantar hindpaw (p <  0.05, not 
corrected for multiple comparisons). !e map shows signi$cance patterns (below the statistical threshold 
shown in Fig.%4) in large areas of the brain. Anatomical areas, which were used as ROIs for signal intensity 
extraction are contoured. Right panel: Relative signal intensity change over time for de$ned anatomical 
brain regions (mean ±  2 s.e.m.). Plotted cortical structures are primary visual cortex, monocular area (V1), 
cingulate cortex, area 24a (A24a), and dorsal subiculum (DS). Plotted subcortical structures are central 
amygdaloid nucleus (Ce), and fornix (fx), which is a $ber group.

Figure 6. Cardiovascular monitoring . (a) Mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) measurements plotted 
for two representative mice. Animal #2 displays comparably unstable blood pressure. Both animals show an 
increase of MABP in response to subsequent heat stimuli. (b) Mean increase of MABP in six animals for 
each subsequent heat stimulus (mean ±  sd).
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considered as normothermic, the average CBT of approx. 36.3 °C23,32 corresponds to that of awake, rest-
ing animals within the TNZ32. Subcutaneous temperatures of the dorsal trunk were previously shown 
to closely resemble those of the body core33,34. We found that the skin temperature across furry body 
parts (such as the scalp and trunk) is uniformly distributed at about 36.5 °C in awake mice (Fig.%1c,g), 
with a maximum within-subject temperature di"erence of 1.2 °C ±  0.19 °C (Fig.%1g; Supplementary Fig. 
S2 online). We conclude that adjusting the overall body temperature to 36.3 °C yields physiological skin 
and core temperatures that most closely correspond to those of awake, resting mice.

To maintain an overall physiological, uniform body temperature under experimental conditions, we 
found that it is essential i) to provide a homogeneous ambient temperature and ii) to raise the envi-
ronmental temperature to the desired CBT – resulting in strikingly similar temperatures for rectal and 
cutaneous sites (Fig.%1d,g). By developing a novel customized mouse cradle design (ROCKET; Fig.%1b), 
which allows for a controlled, uniform warming of the anesthetized mouse, it was possible to closely 
reproduce the thermal conditions of awake mice within the MR system (Fig.%1c,d,g).

In contrast, non-uniform partial warming of the trunk might produce normothermic rectal temper-
atures but cannot ensure similar physiological temperatures across the body surface and the true body 
core, which includes the heart, spinal cord, and the brain. We found that a physiological rectal temper-
ature can be maintained by warming a comparably small fraction of the trunk when heating is raised 
to a temperature far above the normothermic range. In the CONV setup, skin temperatures above the 
heating loops were as high as the applied noxious stimulus (up to 47 °C), a situation which might cause 
a thermal bias inappropriate to studies of nociception35. Persistent heat stimuli were shown to mask the 
perception of transient noxious stimuli at extrasegmental body sites – a phenomenon known as di"use 
noxious inhibitory control35–40. Ambient and body temperature have an impact on various physiological 
processes, thermoreception and pain35,41,42.

!e CRYO setup (Fig.%1a) represents a major improvement towards making the thermal state of the 
animal’s body more homogeneous and physiological43. It permits #oor temperatures to be signi$cantly 
reduced (Fig.%1c,f), but skin temperatures above the heating loops still exceed those of awake mice under 
physiological conditions. !e ROCKET a"ords skin temperatures that uniformly correspond to the CBT, 
which is at the very least an essential reference for assessing thermal conditions in other mouse MRI 
setups.

Yet there is a lack of studies which aim to investigate the in#uence of murine body temperatures 
on somatosensation and nociception using hemodynamic readouts. !e ROCKET was developed to 
preserve physiological thermal conditions of awake mice. !is may not be re#ected in higher BOLD 
magnitudes. Mild hypothermia of the scalp has been reported to signi$cantly increase BOLD amplitudes 
in mice for somatosensory stimulation due to vascular e"ects8.

In addition to a"ording a non-contact, convective heating system, the modular design of the 
ROCKET provides a spatially adaptable stimulation unit (Fig.% 2a; Supplementary Fig. S6 online). A 
circulating-water-enhanced Peltier element permits the rapid and controlled application of precise heat 
and cold stimuli25. !e stimulation device is relatively close to the brain (compared to rat fMRI setups), 
making it necessary to establish that the device does not interfere with the MR signal, and thus exclude 
stimulus-correlated false positive BOLD activations (Fig.%2b). Since the noise in the fMRI data is typically 
at least 5 times larger than the estimated maximum signal change induced by the Peltier element (0.58% 
versus <0.1% respectively), the e"ect of the stimulation device can be considered negligible.

Despite the controversy surrounding the bene$t of thermode application force on thermal thresholds 
and pain44,45, applying mild contact pressure has a critical impact on the conformation of the thermode 
and the uneven surface of the paw. A uniform contact is required for reliable heat transfer45,46. In our 
setup, a dedicated in#atable hydraulic balloon connected to a water-$lled cylinder ensures de$ned and 
reproducible contact pressures by the cylinder’s water column level and allows a comfortable positioning 
of the paw (Supplementary Fig. S6b online).

!e baseline temperature of contact thermodes is known to in#uence thermal perception42,45,46. !e 
thermal adaptability of the murine paw (Fig.%2d) makes it di(cult to de$ne a thermoneutral baseline 
temperature. Here we set the baseline temperature to approximate the overall skin temperature, which 
was adapted to maintain the LiN. !is measure compares favorably with the preferred footpad temper-
ature of awake animals within the TNZ47. Fluctuations in baseline temperature were held within the 
± 0.2 °C range so that known temperature reception thresholds were not exceeded25.

!e thermal feedback control permits a tight regulation of the thermal transition rates, which have 
been reported to in#uence heat transfer and pain response25. !ermal stimuli of 46 °C were applied to 
exceed the thermal activation threshold of the moderate noxious heat receptor TRPV17. Indeed, noci-
ceptive A" -$bers were previously found to start $ring in response to 42 ±  3 °C (and C-$bers at around 
40 °C) in murine glabrous skin of the hindpaw in vivo48.

!e in vivo application of our mouse fMRI methodology yielded spatially discrete BOLD e"ects of 
up to 6% magnitude for mild noxious stimuli of 46 °C (Fig.%4). Signi$cant clusters were found in brain 
areas that agree with structures that are activated in response to noxious heat stimulation in humans49–51 
and rats4,5,52, as identi$ed in previous fMRI studies. Most of these structures are elements of the so called 
pain matrix53–56.

A predominantly contralateral activation was observed in the thalamus, which relays a"erent informa-
tion from the periphery to cortical and subcortical areas for further processing57. A strong contralateral 
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activation was detected in the S1 subregion, which holds a somatotopic representation of the stimulated 
paw58. !e activation of this area is expected for the processing of noxious and innoxious somatosen-
sory inputs56. !e barrel $eld region of S1 was found to be bilaterally activated with contralateral pref-
erence. !is was previously observed in fMRI studies with rodents using acute stimuli9,52 and might 
be interpreted as an unspeci$c response to a salient event53–56. S2 is involved in the processing of the 
quality characteristics of somatosensory stimuli25. Activity in the anterior cingulate and retrosplenial 
cortex is expected for the processing of emotional aspects of pain59. !e insular cortex plays a role in 
the maintenance of body integrity and pain modulation50. Highly signi$cant activations were found in 
both symmetric nuclei of the habenula, a small posterior-medial aspect of the dorsal thalamus which 
is also involved in the modulation of pain60. We additionally found stimulus correlation patterns in the 
hippocampal sub$elds CA1 and CA3, and the basal ganglia (caudate/putamen, CPu). Hippocampal acti-
vation has been reported in studies of pain in rats52,61 and humans62, where it is thought to be involved 
in pain inhibition63. A key role in nociception has been attributed to CPu64.

Signal time courses of all anatomical areas showed a decline of maximum BOLD magnitudes for 
subsequent stimulation periods (Fig.%4, right panel). !is has previously been observed in studies of elec-
trostimulation of mice anesthetized with iso#urane9 and might be due to anesthetic e"ects (e.g. neural 
depletion)65, peripheral or central habituation. For heat stimuli, habituation was reported as discharge 
decrement at the $ber level (A" - and C-$ber nociceptors66–68) and receptor level (heat transduction 
channel TRPV169,70). Central mechanisms have also been reported to contribute to habituation to heat 
pain71–73. Sensitization, as described for noxious stimulation74–76, was not observed, which appears to be 
related rather to tissue damage26,72,77.

Previous reports have shown that heat stimulation fMRI can be used to phenotype transgenic mouse 
models with regards to pain12–14. A comparison of our $ndings with these pioneering studies revealed 
di"erences in the data at similar stimulation temperatures, including a $ve- to tenfold increase in BOLD 
magnitude. !e functional signi$cance patterns observed in our study appear more speci$c to anatom-
ical structures and di"er in terms of spatial distribution12–14. BOLD patterns and magnitudes observed 
in our study accord with a just published report on mouse fMRI applying a comparable stimulation 
paradigm within the CRYO setup43. !at study utilized focal laser stimulation (at 45–46 °C) and a sim-
ilar animal preparation protocol including a neuromuscular blocking agent and mechanical ventilation.

To account for the multiple comparison problem, we applied statistical inference using family-wise 
error (FWE) correction at p <  0.05. Lowering the statistical threshold to uncorrected z-values revealed 
large signi$cance patterns which span multiple anatomical regions (Fig.%5). In particular, cortical areas 
(e.g. the primary visual cortex or dorsal subiculum) showed remarkable magnitudes for the $rst stim-
ulation period. Subcortical structures (e.g. the central amygdaloid nucleus) showed a lower correlation 
with the stimulus (Fig.%5, right panel).

A recent study comparing the e"ects of di"erent types of anesthesia in mouse fMRI reported similar 
$ndings for electrostimulation paradigms11. Here the authors argued that the sub-threshold patterns 
that were observed might originate from stimulus-induced alterations in mean arterial blood pressure 
(MABP). Rapid changes in systemic MABP may not be su(ciently bu"ered by murine autoregulatory 
mechanisms and thus a"ect hemodynamic readouts such as cerebral blood volume (CBV), cerebral blood 
#ow (CBF) and the BOLD response. Although MABP was not directly monitored in that study, changes 
in heart rate, pulse distention and O2 saturation were found to increase in correlation to the stimulus11.

Here we monitored MABP invasively and observed alterations of 7 to 25 mmHg in response to the 
stimulus. For some animals, MABP changes displayed similarities to the signal evolution of the hemo-
dynamic response (Fig.%6). Previous work has shown that pharmacologically induced changes in MABP 
in this range do not a"ect CBV in rats anesthetized with halothane16 or # -chloralose20. However, MABP 
increases of 35 mmHg and above were found to induce region-speci$c hemodynamic responses which 
might be mistaken for neuronal activation16,20.

Yet a direct translation of these $ndings is di(cult: !e species under investigation and the anesthetic 
regime that is applied might have an in#uence on the ability of the cerebral vasculature to maintain CBF 
una"ected when cardiovascular alterations arise78,79. !e operational window under the above conditions 
is described as a MABP range of 100–120 mmHg16,20. In iso#urane-anesthetized mice the MABP baseline 
is shi'ed to lower values80, leading to a detection of alterations in the range of 70–90 mmHg (Fig.%6a). 
Since the e(ciency of autoregulation further depends on the transition rate of MABP alterations17,18, an 
application of ramped heat stimuli constitute another challenge when attempting to translate the $ndings 
described above to our data.

Assuming that MABP constitutes a confounding factor for the BOLD signal, statistical inference 
would probably not be su(cient to account for it. Some brain areas have been shown to be more sus-
ceptible to cerebral blood pressure alterations than others, which would translate into speci$c BOLD 
patterns in the brain16,20. Yet it appears unlikely that the signi$cance pattern resembling the pain matrix 
that we observed is exclusively evoked by changes in MABP: Signi$cance patterns which appear con-
tralateral for elements of the spinothalamic pathway (thalamus, S1), symmetrical for structures such as 
the habenula and bilateral for other components of the pain matrix are in agreement with previous data 
in humans25,49,50 and rats4,5,52.

!e impact of MABP remains uncertain. Its potential implications for the general feasibility of mouse 
fMRI studies using acute nociceptive (and innoxious11) stimuli demands further investigation. It would 
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be instructive to evaluate the origin of the observed arousal by simultaneous monitoring of BOLD and 
MABP15,16. A strong correlation between both measurements might constitute a plausible indicator for 
a confounding e"ect. However, systemic alterations in MABP are expected as responses to acute and 
nociceptive stimuli, which might be su(ciently bu"ered by autoregulation, whereas a neural origin of 
the observed arousal could not be excluded. Since the animals are only lightly anesthetized, a sudden 
stimulus may trigger an arousing or alerting response predominantly in cortical areas. Consequently, 
techniques for the direct measurement of neural activity need to be included to ascertain the origin of 
the arousal and the e"ective in#uence of MABP on the BOLD signal in anesthetized mice.

In summary, we show that heat stimulation in mouse fMRI can achieve BOLD magnitudes that are 
comparable to those reported for electrostimulation in previous studies8–11, but it also faces similar chal-
lenges11. !e present approach substantially enhances BOLD sensitivity for heat stimuli by building upon 
technical and procedural accomplishments demonstrated in recent mouse fMRI studies8–11,15 and com-
bining these with novel developments to create a more physiological, reliable mouse fMRI. !e advances 
of our method include a) maintenance of whole-body physiological temperatures, b) an MR-compatible, 
feedback-controlled thermal stimulation system with c) reliable contact pressure, d) choice of a large 
thermode surface to achieve spatial summation by covering the receptive $elds of multiple nociceptors81, 
e) hearing protection to reduce acoustic stress4,82, f) independent component analysis-based signal $lter-
ing to eliminate respiration and hardware-related signal components that impair BOLD detection83, and 
g) distortion correction of functional images acquired at ultrahigh $eld strength84, combined with an 
accurate spatial normalization algorithm85,86 to facilitate detection of consistent BOLD patterns at a group 
level. Established measures included boosting the signal-to-noise ratio by employing a state-of-the-art 
high sensitivity RF coil for signal transmission/reception8 and controlling physiological and motion 
parameters with a muscle relaxant in conjunction with mechanical ventilation9,15,29.

!is method achieves a major improvement over previous mouse fMRI approaches using nociceptive 
heat stimuli, as demonstrated by the improved $delity of spatial distribution and the substantial gain of 
the BOLD response. !is is the $rst report of fMRI in wildtype mice with mild noxious contact heat 
stimuli (46 °C) that attains functional activation patterns closely resembling those observed in humans – 
a basic requirement for translational studies. !ermostimulation allows a controlled application of heat 
and cold stimuli above or below the pain threshold and thus permits research into clinically relevant 
forms of chronic pain, such as hyperalgesia and allodynia. Understanding the integrative nature of neural 
pain processing at a global level of brain circuits demands a reliable, non-invasive technique of high sen-
sitivity and translational impact. Functional phenotyping based upon hemodynamic signatures of pain 
has the potential to utilize the broad spectrum of transgenic mouse models to elucidate the mechanisms 
that underlie thermal perception and pain. !us, detailing the role of MABP as a potential confounder 
for hemodynamic readouts is paramount before nociceptive fMRI studies in mice can be interpreted 
unambiguously. !e combination of mouse genetics and fMRI provides a promising tool for preclinical 
pain research and targeted drug development en route to new, e"ective therapies in particular for the 
relief of chronic pain1,2.

All setup components were implemented in a custom-made modu-
lar mouse cradle (ROdent Convective Keg-shaped Environment for !ermostimulation, ROCKET), which 
conforms to the geometry of the cryogenically cooled RF coil (CryoProbe, Bruker Biospin, Ettlingen, 
Germany). !e setup was implemented in a 9.4 Tesla, 20 cm bore MR system (Biospec 94/20, Bruker 
Biospin, Ettlingen, Germany).

!e ROCKET consists of multiple modules that were designed as individual 3D CAD models using 
Autodesk Inventor Professional 2014 (Autodesk Inc, San Rafael, CA). !e models were 3D-printed using 
ABS +  material (Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN) in a 3D printer (BST 1200es; Dimension Inc, Eden Prairie, 
MN). Printed modules were manually connected and modi$ed by additional materials (see below). For 
an exploded-view sketch of ROCKET see Supplementary Figure S3 online.

Temperature regulated chamber. !e chamber consists of three elements: a heated shell (divided in 
an upper and a lower section) and an under#oor heating system, each containing meander shaped 
channels supplied with warm water from a water circulation system (Supplementary Fig. S3 online). 
Each element was 3D-printed in two parts, an outer part comprising meander shaped cavities and an 
inner cover (Supplementary Fig. S4 online). !e parts were joined together by coating them entirely 
with two-component epoxy to avoid water leakage. Additional coating with black paint (acrylic spray 
paint) was used to increase di"use radiation. A plastic grid serving as support for a mouse is suspended 
between the chamber’s walls. !e chamber covers the whole body length without touching the animal 
and thus represents a convection/radiation-based heating system. !e water #ow of both heating sys-
tems (#oor and shell) is controlled by independent water baths, allowing individual thermal regulation 
for each system. !e partitioning of the shell in an upper and a lower segment allows easy access to the 
animal’s hindpaw during experimental preparations by temporarily removing the upper shell, while the 
body continues to be warmed by the lower part and under#oor heating.
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Hearing protection. Hearing protection was developed according to standards for human fMRI to pro-
tect the animal from acoustic noise generated by the MR gradient system4. Moldable wax earplugs were 
introduced into the auditory canal of the mouse using forceps and were gently removed a'er the fMRI 
session. Earmu"s were constructed by modifying the original ear bars of the CryoProbe using a pad 
sliced from a foam earplug (Ohropax So', Ohropax, Wehrheim, Germany), which was glued to a shim 
(plastic, 3 mm diameter, 0.5 mm thickness) (Supplementary Fig. S5 online). !e customized earmu"s 
were sized to $t within the available space of the CryoProbe.

!ermal Stimulation System. !e stimulation system comprises a miniaturized Peltier element (PE; size 
(14 $  14 $  2.5) mm3; PE-065-07-10, Telemeter Electronic, Kreuzlingen, Switzerland) driven by an elec-
tric current from a current source (P 1890, PeakTech, Ahrensburg, Germany), whose polarity is switched 
using a relay card (8$  relay card 24 V/7 A, Conrad Electronic SE, Hirschau, Germany). !e current 
source and relay card are controlled by a PC via an RS-232 interface. !e PE is covered by a copper 
plate, which is used as a contact thermode. A $ber-optic temperature sensor (1 mm diameter; OTP-M, 
AccuSens, Opsens, Québec City, Canada) was incorporated in the thermode for feedback control of the 
PE via an in-house build so'ware. !e PE driving current is determined by a calibration (current vs. 
temperature lookup table) and adapted/corrected in real-time (every 200 ms) in a P-control algorithm, 
based on the actual thermode temperature. !e PE heating performance is enhanced by a copper heat 
sink supplied with water of constant temperature (20 °C) from a water bath (Supplementary Fig. S6 
online). Suggestions for size and shape variations of the thermode surface are outlined in Supplementary 
Figure S7 online.

Contact pressure control. !e contact pressure control system consists of an elastic latex balloon, which 
is connected to a water-$lled glass cylinder (Supplementary Fig. S6 online). By positioning the balloon 
between the hindpaw and a rigid resistance the balloon’s dilation provides a de$ned contact pressure of 
the paw onto the contact thermode. Pressure is controlled by gravity of the water in the cylinder, meas-
ured in millimeter water column above the balloon level. !e balloon was made out of a $nger cot sealed 
onto a luer-lock adapter using shrinkable tubing and highly #uid silicone to close all gaps. !e stimula-
tion system might be adapted for stimulation of the dorsal (hairy) side of the hindpaw (Supplementary 
Fig. S6d online).

Heating induced magnetic (B0) "eld homogeneity and signal 
change. To assess the potential e"ects of the stimulation device on the homogeneity of the magnetic 
$eld B0, we measured the local magnetic $eld shi' in a homogeneous agarose phantom (2%) placed 
in the experimental setup. We acquired dual-echo gradient-echo scans (TE1 =  1.43 ms, TE2 =  5.71 ms) 
for no heating, baseline heating and maximum heating. Magnetic $eld maps were reconstructed in 
MATLAB (!e MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA, USA). A Gaussian low pass $lter was used to remove noise 
while maintaining the low spatial frequency $eld #uctuations induced by the current in the Peltier ele-
ment. Di"erences between the low pass $ltered $eld maps were calculated. !e expected signal change 
due to the additional $eld gradient was calculated assuming a mono-exponential T2

* decay where the 
change in T2

* was estimated for each voxel based on the equation 1/T2
* =  1/T2 +  % |! B| with ! B being 

the additional $eld gradient per voxel and %  the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton. T2 was assumed to be 
constant with regard to the $eld change. !e expected signal change was examined for T2

* ranging from 
1 ms to 100 ms. For comparison, the noise in the fMRI signal-time courses was expressed as the relative 
temporal standard deviation (rtSTD =  temporal standard deviation/mean temporal signal intensity). !e 
rtSTD is closely related to the temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR =  mean temporal signal intensity/
temporal standard deviation). A'er ICA-$ltering we extracted the signal time courses of six randomly 
chosen voxels in the S1 region. !e relative tSTD and tSNR were calculated and then averaged over all 
voxels and all mice.

!ermo probes. For in vivo temperature measurements, six $ber optic temperature sensors were 
employed: a probe protectively covered in PTFE Te#on (diameter 1.5 mm) for rectal measurements (T1S-
02-PW05-DC, Neoptix, Québec, Canada), a bare probe (T1S-02-B05-DC, Neoptix, Québec, Canada) 
optimized for surface measurements, and four cylindrical probes of 0.5 mm diameter (TC, Neoptix, 
Québec, Canada) for monitoring temperatures of the ambient air and the contact area of adjacent sur-
faces (like #oor and skin). Temperature calibration measurements were performed outside the scanner 
using a pre-calibrated thermometer (P700-Universal-!ermometer, Pt100 sensor, Dostmann electronic, 
Wertheim-Reicholzheim, Germany) in oil media. Due to interferences with the magnetic $eld the $ber 
probes have a consistent o"set of & 4.7 K inside the 9.4 T MR scanner. !is o"set was corrected during 
post-processing. !e relative error of the thermo probes was ± 0.2 K.

!ermal measurement of the CryoProbe surface. !e CryoProbe thermal shield was adjusted to either 
38 °C or 48 °C. !e RF coil was removed from the scanner and the CryoProbe surface was measured 
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along its full length using the bare probe. !e measurements were conducted at an environmental tem-
perature of 20 °C.

Animal experiments were carried out in accordance with the guidelines pro-
vided and approved by the Animal Welfare Department of the Landesamt für Gesundheit und Soziales 
(LaGeSo) Berlin (Berlin State O(ce of Health and Social A"airs). All mice were housed in groups of 
4–6 animals in cages with nesting material, mouse lodges and open access to water and feed, at 24 °C 
with a 12 h/12 h circadian cycle.

Temperature measurements of awake mice. Nine male C57BL/6 N mice (weight 25–32 g) were randomly 
selected from di"erent cages. Skin temperatures were measured using the bare probe for dorsal and ven-
tral trunk (both cranial and caudal) and scalp. A'er taking an animal from its cage temperature meas-
urements were carried out immediately while the animal was held in the air (20 °C room temperature). 
In the same manner thermal map images were acquired using an infrared camera (Ti25 !ermal Imager, 
Fluke, Everett, WA, USA).

Temperature measurements of anesthetized mice. Sixteen male C57BL/6 N mice (weight 25–32 g) were 
anesthetized using iso#urane (induction: 2–3% iso#urane, maintenance: 1.3% iso#urane) in an 80%/20% 
air/oxygen mixture. To prevent an initial drop in body temperature, induction of anesthesia occurred 
in a pre-warmed, red-transparent plastic tube. Anesthetized mice were directly transferred to one of 
the following MR mouse cradles: a cradle designed for a conventional 4-element radiofrequency (RF) 
mouse head coil array (CONV; n =  5) (model no.: 1 P T11457, Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany), the 
mouse cradle of the CryoProbe (CRYO; n =  5) (Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany) and the custom-
ized ROCKET cradle described above (n =  6). !e cradles were inserted into the MR bore and water 
bath temperature was adapted to maintain a stable, physiological rectal temperature of 36.3 °C ±  0.5 °C 
in each setup. Temperatures were monitored simultaneously at various locations and temporal averages 
were calculated for each animal.

Cylindrical probes were used to measure ambient air temperature and temperatures at the interface 
of the ventral trunk and #oor. !e bare probe was used for direct surface measurements of the dorsal 
trunk. !e scalp temperature was assessed using a cylindrical probe positioned between the scalp and an 
insulating sheet (polyethylene foam) covering the RF coil’s surface (Fig.%1b, bottom panel). !e thermo 
probe itself (0.5 mm diameter) creates spacing between the rigid scull and the coil surface. !e so' foam 
sheet was introduced to $ll the lateral gaps and thus prevent thermal in#uence of the ambient air on the 
temperature sensor. For the CONV setup, the cranial part of the ventral trunk-#oor interface (front) was 
measured because the CONV mouse bed consists of two separate segments, impeding heat transfer from 
the #oor heating system to the frontal region (Fig.%1a).

Evaluation of the stimulation temperature. !ermode surface temperature measurements were per-
formed using the bare probe. !ermode-skin-interface temperature was assessed using a cylindrical $ber 
optic probe (Fig.%2c). To account for impaired heat transfer at the measuring site, thermal conductance 
paste was applied between the paw and the thermode surface. !is was necessary since the cylindrical 
probe itself hinders su(cient heat transfer for tissue concealed by the probe during the rapid transition 
times.

Contact pressure adjustment. !ermode contact pressure was determined by visual inspection of the 
paw in an initial study. To exclude potential obstruction of blood perfusion no change of skin color 
should occur when removing the thermode from the paw. !e water column level, which was consist-
ently adjusted for the feasibility study, might be adapted for di"erent setups in respect to size and elas-
ticity of the balloon and the spacing to the thermode (Supplementary Fig. S6c online).

Blood gas analysis. To ensure physiological conditions under mechanical ventilation the blood gas levels 
(pCO2) were determined in seven male C57BL/6 N mice (weight 25–30 g) using a transcutaneous blood 
gas analyzer (TCM4 equipped with baby clips, Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark) at the shaved upper 
hind limb.

Animal preparation. Six male C57BL/6 N mice (weight 23–28 g) were positioned 
in the customized mouse bed ROCKET and studied using heat stimulation. Mice were anesthetized 
using iso#urane (induction: 2–3% iso#urane, maintenance: 1.3% iso#urane, in an 80%/20% air/oxygen 
mixture), endotracheally intubated and mechanically ventilated to ensure stable physiology (80 bpm, 25% 
inhalation, 75% expiration; MR-1 ventilator, CWE incorporated, Ardmore, USA). !e head was stereo-
tactically $xed using a tooth bar and customized earmu"s (see above). An eye gel was used to prevent the 
eyes from becoming dry during the experiment. Animal preparation was carried out within a plastic box 
that enclosed the entire frontal part of the mouse bed, constantly warmed by in#ux of air at 36 °C. A'er 
preparation the thermal chamber of the ROCKET was closed and the ROCKET was immediately trans-
ferred into the magnet. For the fMRI acquisitions anesthesia was reduced to 1.0% iso#urane. Functional 
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scans were started 60 min a'er induction and 10 min a'er reduction of iso#urane. To prevent motion 
the animals were immobilized prior to fMRI using a muscular blocking agent (pancuronium bromide, 
1 mg/kg; Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany).

!ermal and device settings. Floor and shell temperatures were adjusted to stabilize a rectal temperature 
of 36.3 ±  0.5 °C while simultaneously maintaining dorsal and ventral trunk temperatures at 36.3 ±  0.5 °C. 
Temperature probes were used as described above for continuous monitoring of rectal temperature, as 
well as the skin temperature of the dorsal trunk, ventral trunk, scalp, the head space and the ambient 
temperature within the chamber.

Temperature stimulation paradigm. !ermostimulation was performed at the right plantar hindpaw 
using paradigms of 35.5 °C baseline, with transition rates of 4 °C/s and thermode core peak temperatures of 
48 °C. Stimuli were repeated 4 times with an interstimulus interval of 90 seconds. !ermode-skin-interface 
temperature was not monitored to provide unhindered heat transfer between thermode and paw.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). MRI experiments were performed on a 9.4 Tesla Bruker small bore 
animal MR system (BioSpec 94/20, Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany). A cryogenic quadrature RF 
probe (CryoProbe, Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany) was used for signal transmission and recep-
tion. !e CryoProbe thermal shield was adjusted to 48 °C. During all imaging sessions a thin insulating 
sheet was positioned between scalp and coil surface. Scalp temperatures were constantly monitored to 
lie within 36 °C ±  0.5 °C.

Pilot images and high spatial resolution sagittal T2-weighted images were used to position the struc-
tural reference scan, which consisted of 21 axial T2-weighted slices (RARE, echo train length 16, TR 
3344 ms, TE 49.3 ms, FOV (24 $  12) mm2, matrix 192 $  96, spatial in-plane resolution (125 $  125) µ m2, 
slice thickness 500 µ m, slice spacing 600 µ m) covering the entire mouse brain. Prior to fMRI magnetic 
$eld homogeneity was improved by voxel-based shimming using the MAPSHIM technique, which cal-
culates the 1st and 2nd order shims for a de$ned volume of interest (shim voxel) based on an acquired 
B0 $eld map. !e geometry of the shim voxel was set such that it covers the dorsal part of the brain 
excluding the air $lled anterior cavities. For T2

*-weighted fMRI stacks of 11 axial slices were acquired 
using gradient echo echoplanar imaging (GE-EPI, TR 2500 ms, TE 11.0 ms, #ip angle 90°, bandwidth 
300 kHz, FOV (24 $  12) mm2, matrix 90 $  60, spatial in-plane resolution (267 $  200) µ m2, slice thick-
ness 500 µ m, slice spacing 600 µ m). !e acquisition matrix was zero-$lled to 128 $  64 yielding a voxel 
size of (188 $  188 $  600) µ m3. A temporal resolution of 2.5 s was applied together with 304 repetitions 
resulting in a total duration of 12 min and 40 sec. To allow for post-acquisition distortion correction of 
the functional scans another 3D B0-map was acquired with the same geometry used for the functional 
scans, but in 3D mode using a matrix size of 192 $  96 $  22 and a FOV of (24 $  12 $  13.2) mm2. A 3D 
volume of high spatial resolution T2-weighted images (3D RARE, echo train length 16, TR 2000 ms, TE 
46 ms, FOV (13 $  13 $  21) mm3, matrix 192 $  192 $  60, resolution (68 $  68 $  350) µ m3) was acquired 
separately to serve as anatomical background for the functional activation maps.

Monitoring of mean arterial blood pressure and heart rate. Animal preparation was conducted as 
described above. !e le' femoral artery of six male C57BL/6 N mice (weight 23–28 g) was cannulated 
to allow for continuous monitoring of mean arterial blood pressure (MABP). Mice were positioned in 
the customized mouse cradle ROCKET to study MABP and heart rate in response to subsequent heat 
stimuli. Animal preparation and experiments were carried out within a plastic box that enclosed the 
entire frontal part of the mouse bed, constantly warmed by in#ux of air at 36 °C. For heat stimulation 
tasks anesthesia was reduced to 1.0% iso#urane. Stimulation paradigms started 60 min a'er induction 
and 10 min a'er reduction of iso#urane. Animals were immobilized prior to heat stimulation tasks by 
intravenous injection of a muscular blocking agent (pancuronium bromide, 1 mg/kg; Sigma-Aldrich, 
Steinheim, Germany).

MRI data were processed by an in-house built processing pipeline 
(written in UNIX shell scripts bash and zsh). All analyzing and processing tools employed are part of 
the FMRIB’s So'ware Library87 (FSL, Oxford, UK) if not stated otherwise. Prior to image processing MR 
data were converted to NIFTI-format and scaled to human dimensions (x,y,z-voxel size $ 20) to better 
meet the requirements of human fMRI data processing and display.

fMRI data processing. Functional time-series were motion corrected (MCFLIRT). Signal time courses 
were decomposed in 30 independent components using independent component analysis (MELODIC). 
From the set of independent signal components subcomponents were identi$ed that represent signals of 
no interest, such as global intensity dri', head motion and respiration induced periodic $eld distortions. 
!e exclusion criteria were: signals predominantly present at the brain borders, signal frequencies that 
are very low (< 10 cycles; dri') or around the respiratory frequency (respiratory motion /induced $eld 
distortions)83,88. !ese components were removed from the signal in correlated voxels (Supplementary 
Fig. S8 online).
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Distortion correction. EPI distortion correction was applied to the denoised functional data via FUGUE 
to account for magnetic $eld inhomogeneity induced image distortions. To provide compatible data 
to FUGUE, the acquired 3D B0 $eld map (Bruker 2dseq $le) was scaled (by multiplication with the 
VisuCoreDataSlope parameter) to obtain the $eld shi' in Hz. Subsequent multiplication with 2'  con-
verted Hz into radians. !e $eld map 3D volume was converted to NIFTI and cropped in z direction to 
$t the geometry of the functional scans.

Anatomical reference in Waxholm Space (WHS). !e anatomical reference was created based on a 15 µ m 
average C57BL/6 mouse model in Waxholm space (http://www.imaging.org.au/AMBMC/ Model)89. !e 
symmetrical brain volume was downscaled to a matrix size of 85 $ 62 $  69 voxels. Voxel sizes were mod-
i$ed to 2.4 $  2.4 $  5.7 mm, which translates to an actual voxel size of 120 $  120 $  285 microns. Voxels 
outside the brain were set to zero.

Normalization in Waxholm Space. Structural image volumes were $ltered using a spatially adaptive 
non-local means (SANLM) $lter90 to consider spatially varying noise levels, which is available as part of the 
VBM8 toolbox (http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm8/) of SPM8 (http://www.$l.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Scull 
stripping was performed using the brain extraction tool (BET). Normalization to the anatomical reference 
in WHS30 was applied using non-linear di"eomorphic image registration (12 degrees of freedom) by 
explicit B-spline regularization85, which is part of the Avant’s Normalisation Tool “ANTs”86. Di"eomorphic 
image registration techniques91 were recently introduced in mouse fMRI92–94. Distortion corrected func-
tional time-series were scaled to the dimensions of the structural image volumes and spatial transforma-
tions and warps (resulting from the registration step) were applied prior to conjunction analysis.

Spatial smoothing. Smoothing was applied with a FWHM of 6 mm (which accords to 300 µ m) (SUSAN) 
prior to statistical analysis using FEAT.

Statistical analysis. FMRI data processing was carried out using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) 
Version 6.00, part of FSL. Data from the initial 4 time points of a time-series were discarded to exclude 
hardware and saturation related artifacts. 4D data was high pass $ltered with a cuto" of 140 seconds 
equaling one stimulus duration plus the initial baseline period. General linear model analysis was 
performed by convolving a binary (0 =  o", 1 =  on) regressor with double-gamma functions and their 
temporal derivatives. !e onset of the regressor was set 6 seconds a'er onset of the stimulus, when 
thermode-skin-interface-temperature exceeded 46 °C. Durations of 35 seconds were chosen in order to 
model for the slow decline of the hemodynamic response curve observed in our initial experiments, 
which was also previously reported for mouse fMRI of electrostimulation and likely caused by vasodil-
atatory e"ects of iso#urane9. Motion parameters were not included into the statistical analysis, but 
directly removed from the data by motion correction (see above). Remaining head motion (e.g. rhyth-
mic ventilation-induced motion) was eliminated by ICA (for details see Supplementary Fig. S8 online).

Second level analysis. Higher-level modeling was conducted using full FMRIB’s local analysis of 
mixed e"ects (FLAME, stages 1 +  2). Z (gaussianised T/F) statistic images were thresholded using 
GRF-theory-based maximum height thresholding with a (family wise error (FWE) corrected and uncor-
rected) signi$cance threshold of p =  0.0595. Resulting group z-statistic maps were superimposed on a 
high-resolution anatomical 3D image volume, which was normalized in WHS.

Anatomical classi"cation. Spatial overlaps of signi$cant clusters with anatomical brain regions were 
identi$ed by applying anatomical atlas masks96,97 onto the group z-statistic map (spatially normalized in 
WHS). Atlas masks are available from the webpage of the Australian Mouse Brain Mapping Consortium 
(http://www.imaging.org.au/AMBMC) in the same coordinate space as the reference model89 applied for 
spatial normalization. !alamic regions were speci$ed using the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas provided in 
WHS (atlas.brain-map.org).

BOLD signal time courses. Signal time courses were created for signi$cant voxel clusters in speci$ed 
anatomical regions at p <  0.05 (FWE). Region of interest (ROI) masks were created by binerizing signif-
icant voxel clusters, which were then multiplied with atlas masks for speci$ed anatomical brain regions. 
!e resulting ROI masks were applied to the functional timeseries and used to extract intensity time 
courses for each subject. Signal change (%) was calculated ((signal * 100/baseline) ) 100) and averaged 
over all animals.
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2+.0?-7=0-+.L!%./!3%6!*0-&=(=*!?)(%0)/!*-1.%(!2:%.1)*"!

5%0)1+?-)*! 3)6M336! >)?)! 2+.*-/)?)/! .=-*%.2)! *-1.%(*! %./! ?)&+C)/! ,?+&! 0:)! /%0%! 7),+?)! 0:)!

*0%0-*0-2%(! %.%(8*-*"!N:)*)!%?)!)-0:)?! *-1.%(! /?-,0*! 3C)?8! (+>! ,?)F=).2-)*6! +?! ')?-+/-2! *-1.%(*!+,! .+!

-.0)?)*0! >-0:! +.)! +?! *)C)?%(! /+&-.%0-.1! /-*0-.20! ,?)F=).2-)*! 3)"1"! G"HII! JK6"! O)?-+/-2! *-1.%(*! %0!

G"HII!JK!2%.!7)!)$'(%-.)/!78!?)&%-.-.1!?:80:&-2!C).0-(%0-+.M-./=2)/!PG!*:-,0*!+?!&+0-+.!%0!QG!7'&D!

0:)!0)&'+?%(!?)*+(=0-+.!+,!0:)!,;<4!>%*!R"S!*)2+./*L!?)*=(0-.1!-.!%!*%&'(-.1!?%0)!+,!G"T!JK"!N:-*!-*!

(+>)?!0:%.!0:)!?)*'-?%0-+.!-./=2)/!*-1.%(!3H"II!JK6!%./!C-+(%0)*!0:)!U8F=-*0!0:)+?)&L!>:-2:!?)*=(0*!

-.!%(-%*-.1!%0!%!,?)F=).28!+,!G"HII!JK"!
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!"##$%&%'()*+,-).$%,/0!!"#$%&'!()!*+,&-&+,&+.!/*0+12!3($-(+&+./!456/7!)('!&138!/#%9&3.!()!.8&!
):;5!,1.1/&.!48&1.!/.*$#21.*(+7!321//*)*&,!*+.(!)*<&!31.&0('*&/=!4)7!'8>.8$*3!?-&'*(,*3!)'&@#&+3*&/!1.!

ABCDD! EFG! 4.7! 2(H! )'&@#&+3>! /*0+12! ,'*)./G! 417! -&'*(,*3! +(*/&G! 427! +(*/&! H*.8! +(! (%<*(#/! -&'*(,*3!

3(+.'*%#.*(+G! 1+,! 4%7! /.*$#2#/! '&21.&,! /*0+12! 381+0&/B! I('! ,&.1*2/! /&&! J#--2&$&+.1'>! I*0#'&! JKB!

I'($!1!-'&/&.!()!DA!3($-(+&+./!56/!()!31.&0('>!1L3!H&'&!'&$(<&,B!M8&!.(.12!+#$%&'!()!'&$(<&,!

56/!*/!2*/.&,!)('!&138!/#%9&3.!4'&$7B!
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4,%5'**-6"!#$%&'()$*!+"!,-.$/!+"!#0$*%)-1$%!2"!2345.-'!,"!637!8"!9-5(:5$'!8"!#341$!;"!
<-4$.!,"!!=3)*>-%%!?"!@5$%43.A!2!BCDEFGH!!"#$"%&'#$()*+",-'*.,/)%("/01*+23*"4*5),%'*

.")01*6&'#$"-%($,10%("/*4"#*7#"8(/9*!")()':%("/H!8(5$%&5A5(!;$I3.&'H!435J!

EDHEDKLM'.$IENCKDH!!

758'/(-.'/()29-:;:<=-

@5$%43.A!2"!=3)*>-%%!?"!4,%5'**-6"!9-5(:5$'!#"!=$I$.!O"!#0$*%)-1$%!2"!8$$*51$.!O"!

8().$5P$.!?"!6$&&.5&:!;"!8&.3P$*!6"!60!,"!9-5(:5$'!8!BCDEQGH!5;<0/)(/9*=0#;("<0-),10#>*

!',#"<0-),10#*0/;*2'/01*+09/'%()*2'-"/0/)'*3$09(/9*(/*?$011*2";'/%-*@-(/9*=#A"9'/()*

20;("4#'B,'/)A*="(1*6')&/"1"9AH!R.3%&5$.'!5%!=)-.>-(3*31S"!'$(&53%!O7I$.5>$%&-*!

=)-.>-(3*31S!-%4!T.01!T5'(3U$.SH!435J!EDHKKLVMAI)-.HCDEQHDDCQQH!

758'/(-.'/()29->;=?@-

9-5(:5$'!8"!W$I3.$!8"!8S43X!6"!T.$()'*$.!8"!60!,"!,-.&5%!Y"!W3.$%:!T"!8()Z&:!["!4,%5'**-6"!
=0.AZ.'&!<"!T5$.5%1$.!,"!9-5(:5$'!#"!T-&)$!,"!=3)*>-%%!?"!@5$%43.A!2!!BCDEQGH!5/)&"#(/9*

;(:01$(%"A1*:&"-:&"'%&0/"10$(/'*%"*/0/":0#%()1'-*8""-%-*)'11,10#*,:%0C'*0/;*41,"#(/'DEF*

$09/'%()*#'-"/0/)'*-(9/01H!8(5$%&5A5(!;$I3.&'H!435JEDHEDKLM'.$IDL\CN!!

758'/(-.'/()29-:;:<=!

=3)*>-%%!?"!6-.(:$X'/5!="!60!,"!T5$.5%1$.!<"!9-5(:5$'!#"!95'P.0%!@"!637!8"!=-*-&%5/!["!

4,%5'**-6"!O5())3.%!Y"!9-5(:5$'!8"!#$>I$*!="!W$>/$!<"!@5$%43.A!2"!<5>>*$.!,!BCDE\GH!
='#'8#01*81"";*<"1,$'*'-%($0%("/*8A*4'#,$"GA%"1D'/&0/)';*-%'0;AD-%0%'*+23*0%*FHI*6*

#'<'01-*$()#"<0-),10#*($:0)%*"4* ED0;#'/'#9()*#')':%"#*0/%(8";('-H!@,;!5%!<53>$45(5%$H!435J!

EDHEDDCM%P>HKEFD!!

758'/(-.'/()29->;?AA-

@5$%43.A!2"!=3)*>-%%!?"!?.-/$*S-%!6"!R*$>>5%1!<"!Y-%&3X!6"!#$%&'()$*!+"!].3'$%5(/!T"!

W-4X51!,"!4,%5'**-6"!6*57!8"!9-5(:5$'!8"!8$$*51$.!O!BCDE\GH!J"K*L"1;*(-*L1"";*
MGA9'/0%("/*N'<'1*O':'/;'/%*PLMNOQ*+09/'%()*2'-"/0/)'*3$09(/9*"4*%&'*R(;/'AS*

M::"#%,/(%('->*=&011'/9'-*0/;*.,%,#'*O(#')%("/-H!?(&-!=)S'53*315(-H!435J!

EDHEEEEM-I)-HECKVK!

758'/(-.'/()29-A;>=@-

!

!

!'(,*('*5,$B"*C,*!!
-

4,%5'**-6"!=3)*>-%%!?"!@5$%43.A!2"!#$%&'()$*!+"!,-.$/!+H!BCDEQG!T'#40&#'/*,/;*J01%'#,/9*
U,#*@/%'#-,)&,/9*;'#*6&'#$"#'U':%("/*'(/'-*N'8'K'-'/-H!^AA$%*$10%1!'$5&!EHEDHCDEQH!

?>&*5()$'!?/&$%:$5()$%!TO!ED!CDE\!DDK!EEQ!?EH!
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!"#$%"&#'("&)$*+(",$%$"-.$'#%/0$!!
*

1$'2&""*3!"#!$%&!'()*+,&!!"#$%&%'()#*")+,&"),-)./0#"1%2)3&,,4)56"0076")%').,1$#,0"'0,6/)
8,70")-8+9&!-.#"/.$#01.$%!2130"#4!51/!6$7."#03!8"91.$.3"!0.!6":030."!'-2686,;!(</:!
=..>$%!6""#0.7!$.:!?@A0B0#01.&!20.7$C1/"&!

D1"AE"/#!F;!1$'2&""*3;!G1@!2;!H1A%E$..!=;!I0".:1/5!J;!K$03L0"9!2!'()*+,&!:&72#7$#%,'0)%')
;"'#6%2&").%<")476%'()56,(6"00%,'),-)=>?"6%1"'#$&)@7#,%117'")='2"?*$&,1/"&%#%0&!
-.#"/.$#01.$%!2130"#4!51/!6$7."#03!8"91.$.3"!0.!6":030."!'-2686,;!(</:!=..>$%!6""#0.7!
$.:!?@A0B0#01.&!20.7$C1/"&!

1$'2&""*3!"#!$%&!'()*M,&!A"$6B5*/0%,&,(%2$&)8,70")-8+9),-)A,2%2"?#%,'&!-.#"/.$#01.$%!2130"#4!
51/!6$7."#03!8"91.$.3"!0.!6":030."!'-2686,;!(N/:!=..>$%!6""#0.7!$.:!?@A0B0#01.&!J1/1.#1;!
O$.$:$&!

1$'2&""*3!"#!$%&!'()*(,&!CDEFG)HEI!)$'4)3EI!JK)-8+9),-)F*"61,6"2"?#%,')%')8%2")L0%'()$)
H6/,("'%2)+:)H,%&&!N/:!=..>$%!230".#0503!24EC190>E!1.!P%#/$A07A!Q0"%:!68&!D"/%0.;!
R"/E$.4&!

1$'2&""*3!"#!$%&!'()*(,&!3EI!)-8+9)L0%'()$)H6/,("'%2)+:)56,M"K)@)H,'2"?#)-,6).#74/%'()
F"1?"6$#76")5"62"?#%,')%')F6$'0("'%2)8,70")8,4"&0&!-.#"/.$#01.$%!2130"#4!51/!6$7."#03!
8"91.$.3"!0.!6":030."!'-2686,;!()#A!=..>$%!6""#0.7!$.:!?@A0B0#01.&!6"%B1>/.";!=>9#/$%0$&!

1$'2&""*3!"#!$%&!'()**,&!-8+9)N%#*)D,#)$'4)H,&4)F*"61,B.#%17&$#%,')$0)$)H,'2"?#)-,6).#74/%'()
F"1?"6$#76")5"62"?#%,')$'4)+"(7&$#%,')8"2*$'%010)%')+,4"'#0&!?>/1C"$.!2130"#4!51/!
6$7."#03!8"91.$.3"!0.!6":030."!$.:!D01%174!'?2686D,;!(S#A!=..>$%!230".#0503!6""#0.7&!
F"0CL07;!R"/E$.4&!
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"#$%#&! '#()#*#)! +#))%! ,)-./! 0)/! 1$#%2-).! &345(#! $45! .6)! 2$#! 5#)7-))89#%2#! *%2!
&-($7$#)#%2#!:%(#);(6(<*%9!28%=#%>!.6)!28;!?#)()8*#%!$%!&#$%#!@A5$9=#$(#%!*%2!B$#CD
;#(<*%9#%!*%2!2$#!28&$(!7#)E*%2#%#!@)#$5#$(>!&#$%!,)-F#=(!#$9#%;(A%2$9!#%(G$4=#C%!
*%2!7#)G$)=C$45#%!<*!26).#%/!
!
?-)!8CC#&!0)/!H%2)#8;!,-5C&8%%!&345(#!$45!&#$%#%!8*.)$45($9#%!08%=!8*;;I)#45#%/!
J5%#! ;#$%! 5#)8*;)89#%2#;! K%989#&#%(! 8C;! L*(-)>! <*! '#9$%%! &#$%#)! H)E#$(>! *%2!
;#$%#)! .-)(C8*.#%2#%! :%(#);(6(<*%9! 2*)45! G#)(7-CC#! M8(;45CA9#! *%2! E#)#$45#)%2#!
0$;=*;;$-%#%!GA)#!2#)!K).-C9!&#$%#)!H)E#$(!;-!%$45(!2#%=E8)!9#G#;#%/!
!
0#;G#$(#)#%! 28%=#! $45! 2#&! 9#;8&(#%! L#8&! 2#)! '#)C$%! :C()85$95! @$#C2! @84$C$(N! .6)!
28;! =-CC#9$8C#! ?#)58C(#%! *%2! 2$#! +$C.;E#)#$(;458.(/! K$%! E#;-%2#);! 5#)<C$45#)! 08%=!
9#E65)(!L$CC!+6C%589#%>!O8%!+#%(;45#C>!O8)-;C87!"8)#=>!P(#.8%$#!Q-R>!0)/!"$%DS5$!Q*!
*%2! 0)/! P-%$8! T8$4<$#;! .6)! -)98%$;8(-)$;45#>! (#45%$;45#>! #RI#)$&#%(#CC#! -2#)!
&-)8C$;45#!:%(#);(6(<*%9/!!
!
+#)<C$45#%!08%=! 8*45! 8%! ,)-./!0)/!"$58$C! L-2$)8;! .6)! 2$#! #RI#)$&#%(#CC#! :%(#);(6(D
<*%9!*%2!0)/!"8)($%8!@645(#&#$#)!.6)!28;!5$C.)#$45#!@##2E84=!E#$!2#%!K(8EC$#)*%9;D
8)E#$(#%!*%2!E#$2#%!.6)!2$#!.845C$45#%!0$;=*;;$-%#%/!
!
M*;;! +-29#! 28%=#! $45! .6)! 2$#! C#5))#$45#%! UE*%9#%! <*&! ?#).8;;#%! G$;;#%D
;458.(C$45#)! L#R(#! $%! #%9C$;45#)! PI)845#!*%2! <*)!VC$#2#)*%9!*%2! ,)A;#%(8($-%! 7-%!
?-)()A9#%!;-G$#!.6)!2$#!$%;I$)$#)#%2#%!V#;I)A45#/!
!
:%7#)9#;;#%! EC#$E#%! 2$#! <85CC-;#%! 8&E$($-%$#)(#%! *%2! 5-45! 8&6;8%(#%! E8;5D! *%2!
<;5DP4)$I($%9DP#;;$-%;!&$(!087$2!H2C#)/!?$#C#%!08%=!28.6)/!
!
H*45!&345(#! $45!,)-./!0)/!+#)E#)(!T$((#!28%=#%! .6)!28;!?#)()8*#%! $%!&$45!*%2!2$#!
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:%$7#);$(A(!O#%8>!G#C45#!2#%!V)*%2;(#$%!.6)!&#$%#!Q#%%(%$;;#!$%!."ML!*%2!28&$(!.6)!
&#$%#!,)-&-($-%!8%!2#)!'#)C$%!:C()85$95!@$#C2!@84$C$(N!C#9(#/!
!
B*! 9*(#)! W#(<(! &345(#! $45! &#$%#! ($#.#! 08%=E8)=#$(! 2#%! C$#E#%! @)#*%2#%! *%2! 2#)!
@8&$C$#! 8*;;I)#45#%>! 2$#! &$45! &$(! 9)-X#)! P#CE;(7#);(A%2C$45=#$(! $%! 2#%! O85)#%!
&#$%#)! ,)-&-($-%! 2*)45! 8CC#! :%G#9;8&=#$(#%! 5$%2*)45! E#9C#$(#(! *%2! *%(#);(6(<(!
58E#%Y! 8*45! 2#%! ,)$&A).8)E#%! .6)! V#&#$%;458.(>! H*;(8*;45! *%2! T845;(*&Y! $&!
'#;-%2#)#%!HR#C>!K;&8>!"8%*!*%2!W$;;$Y!8E#)!8*45!W#%$#!*%2!?$4=NY!K4=58)2!.6)!2$#!
C#E#%;=C*9#%!M8(;45CA9#Y!&#$%#&!?8(#)!.6)!2$#!:%(#);(6(<*%9Y!2#)!"*((#)>!2#)!2$#;#!
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